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I  TO:ALL BIDDERS

ADDENDUM l:CLARIFICATION&EXTENSION OF CLOSING DATE

i  RE:TENDER FOR SUPPLY&DELIVERY OF 8.5 1NCH DRILL BITS(PDC)FOR
I  BARINGO SILALI GEOTHERMAL PROJECT― REF:GDC/DO/OT′060/2022‐ 2023
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In response to the request for clarification & extension of closing date, GDC wishes to respond

as follows.;

No. Bidder's Request GDC Response

ト

1. This refers to the above subject
tender. The tender is requesting for;
"Tenderers shall provide record of
past sales of similar drill bits with the
fofowing information: -

a) Customers and geographic
locations
b) Application -geothermal
c) Quantities sold
d) Year of sale

Attach a copy of Local purchase

orders or contracts.

Since a JV is not allowed as per the
Technical Data sheet (TDS) Clause
ITT 3.1 and this would have assisted
in supplementing the requirement, we
kindly request we submit the same

frorn manufacturer he has supplied
before.

GDC wishesto amend SECTION II― Tender

Data Sheet(TDS),ITT 3.l to a1low for Joint

Venture;

Joint Venture
Maximum number of members in the foint
Venture (IV) shall be: Two (2).

The tenderer may therefore provide evidence
from the Manufacturer who has provided the
Manufacturer Authorization by providing duly
signed Joint Venture Agreement (both parties).

If the tenderer is a single entity, then the bidder
must also meet this requirement.
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According to the technical evaluation
the IADC isM223 while the technical
specification the IADC is m423,

The PDC bitIADC codeis M423Ａ「
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Kindly clarifu which IADC Code
applies for the bit you are looking to
procure.

3. Junk slot area specification in the bit
characteristics are in line with the
correct IADC code and bit design to
be procured

Junk slot area specification remain the same as

those in the Technical Specifications for 8.5
Inch Drill Bit PDC tender document.

4. According to the invitation to tender
and mandatory requirements, the
tender security is Ksh whereas the
tender data sheet states at at Ksh
500,0000

Tenders Must be accompanied by an original
tender security of Ksh 300.000 in the format
provided in the tender document

5。 According to the technical valuation,
evidence of a single PDC bit drilling
at least 2000m in geothermal drilling
must be provided, while the technical
specifications state that evidence of a
single PDC bit drilling at east 1500m
in geothermal drilling must be
provided

The correct evidence is that a single PDC bit
drilling at least 1500m in geothermal dtilling.

6. Request for Extension 'of Tender
Closing Date

The tender closing date is hereby extended

from 23rd June 2023 to 28th June 2023 at
2。00Pm.

All other requirements/instructions remain unchanged.

Yours faithfully,
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